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General Instructions : 

1. 

() This question paper is divided into four sections -A, B, C and D. 

2. 

ii) All the sections are compulsor, Answer all the questions. 
(iüi) Write the number of the question before attempting i. 

(iv) Figures in the margin indicate marks. 

3. 

(a) 

(b) 
(c) 

(d) 

Choose the correct answer from the options given within brackets: 

(e) 

() 
(g) 
(h) 

Sympathy lessens. 
I told you about it 

She. 

(b) 

Mary seems. 
Would you 

He. 

(e) 

Punctuate the following: 

(a) to be down with 

2021 

ALTERNATIVE ENGLISH 

Full Marks � 80 

.ofeverything is bad. (Access / Excess) 
.(pain /pane) 

Time - 3 Hours 

(d) to hold good 

(c) beyond all question 

few and far between 

SECTION -A (25 marks) 
GRAMMARAND COMPOSITION 

.work is yet to be done. (Many/Much) 

in black and white 

will you tell megha that shruti is waiting for her 

day. (some /one) 

that she had stolen the purse. (refused/denied) 

today. (happy / happily) 

Make sentences using the following idioms and phrases to bring out their meanings : 5x |=5 

some more coffee, please ? (want / like) 

.me a great deal of money. (owes / owns) 

HS/021 

8x1=8 

+%+%+%=2 

P.T.0. 



6. 

4. 

5. 

Write an essay on any one of the topics in about 120-150 words : 
(a) Impact of COVID-19 on Students' Education 

(b) My Favourite Subject 

OR 

Write a précis of the following passage. Give a suitable title. 

As the spent radiance 

The man who is perpetually hesitating which of the two things he will do first, will do 
neither. The man who resolves, but suffers his resolution to be changed by the first counter 

suggestion of a friend, -who fluctuates from opinion to opinion, from plan to plan, and veers 

like a weather-cock to every point of the compass, with every breath of caprice that blows -

can never accomplish anything great or useful. Instead ofbeing progressive in anything, he 

will be at best stationary, and more probably retrograde in all. It is only the man who first 

consults wisely, then resolves firmly, and then executes his purpose with flexible perseverance, 

undismayed by those petty difficulties which daunt a weaker spirit, that can advance to 

eminence at any line. Take your course wisely, but firmly; and having taken it, hold upon it 
with heroic resolution, and the Alps and Pyrenees will sink before you. 

Read the extract given below and answer the questions that follow : 

Ofthe winter sun, 

So is a woman 

HS/021 

With her travail done." 

(a) The poet is 

(i) Lord Byron 

SECTION-B (20 Marks) 

(ii) Joseph Campbell 

POETRY 

2 

(ii) Thomas Hood 

HS/021 

(iv) Michael Drayton 

6 

4 

Contd. 



7. 

8. 

9. 

(b) What kind of woman is described here ? 

(1) ayoung woman 

(c) The word 'travail' in this context means -

(iii) an old woman 

(i) life's work 

(iii) troubles 

Alas, that the longest hill 

(a) 

Must end in a vale; but still, 

Who climbs with toil, wheresoe'er, 

Shall find wings waiting there." 

Read the extract given below and answer the questions that follow: 

Name the poem and the poet. 

(b) How is hard work rewarded with success ? 

Write the substance of the following: 
She walks in beauty, like the night 

Of cloudless climes and starry skies; 

Thus mellow'd to that tender light 

Which heaven to gaudy day denies. 
And all that's best of dark and bright 

Meet in her aspect and her eyes. 

Answer any four of the following questions : 

HS/021 

(ii) an unmarried lady 

(iv) a spinster 

(i) life's journey 

(iv) joys 

3 

(c) What is the central idea of the poem �A Fine Day" ? 

HS/021 

3 

1+1=2 

4 

1 

1 

(a) Write the diference between the two countries that the poet speaks about in the poem, 

I Vow to Thee My Country". 

4x2=8 

(b) Explain the nature of an old woman as portrayed by the poet in the poem, The 
Old Woman". 

(d) To what did the narrator compare his ride in the poem "Going Down-Hill on a Bicycle"? 

PT.0. 



(e) Explain the lines � 

'A mind at peace with all below, 
A heart whose love is innocent'. 

10. Read the extract given below and answer the questions that follow: 
«You are making a mistake. I am your son-in-law Nalini. 

(a) To whom did Nalini say these words ? 

(i) 

(iii) Kunjabala 

Ramsharan 

(b) Name the lesson � 

HS/021 

(i) The Happy Prince 

(ii) On Fame 

(c) The author is � 

SECTION�C (25 Marks) 

(i) Ronald Seth 

(iii) Oscar Wilde 

PROSE 

(d) Nalini was not recognised because� 

(i) he looked like a ruffian 

(ii) he carried a lathi in his hand 

(iii) he had a gun-case with him 

(iv) All of these 

(ii) Mohendranath Bannerjee 

(iv) Mohendranath Ghose 

4 

(ii) Leo Tolstoy 

(iv) The Muscular Son-in-law 

(ii) Hilaire Belloc 

11. Read the extract given below and answer the questions that follow: 

(iv) Prabhat K. Mukhopadhay 

HS/021 

4x1=4 

They often came great distances to see him, would sit in his drawing room waiting for the 
master, expecting to see, when he came to them, a mighty and majestic man, with a patriarch's 
flowing beard, a man of great dignity, a giant, a genius". 

4x]=4 

Contd. 



(a) The extract is taken from -

(b) The author is -

(i) The Happy Prince 

(iii) Leo Tolstoy 

(c) .They' in the above lines are his -

(i) Maxim Gorky 

(iii) JBS Haldane 

(b) 

(i) relatives 

14. (a) 

(iii) advisers and disciples 

HS/021 

(i) could not see them 

(iii) was a mighty and majestic man 

(d) When they came they were often disappointed because the master -

(ii) The Muscular Son-in-Law 

(iv) On Fame 

(ii) Ronald Seth 

(iv) Hilaire Belloc 

12. Answer any one of the following in about 100-120 words : 

(ii)) friends and family 

(a) Narrate how the Happy Prince gave away his jewels to help the poor. 

What is rickets? How can it be prevented ? 

(b) Why did Kunjabala ridicule Nalini ? 

(iv) countrymen 

13. Answer the following questions in about 50�75 words : 

5 

(ii) looked like a peasant 

(b) Illustrate with examples how the suffering ofa person could save another from a similar 

fate. 

(a) Describe the various ways by which fame is acquired. 

(iv) was very unpleasing 

What was the strange mixture of character found in Tolstoy ? 

HS/021 

6 

3 

3 

2 

3 
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15. Answer any three of the following in about 20 -30 words : 

(b) 

(a) Why was David sent to London to work ina warehouse ? 

(c) 

SECTION -D (10 Marks) 

(d) 

RAPID READER 

HS/021 

Why did Miss Betsey want a niece instead of a nephew ? 

Why did Peggotty run after the cart when David left ? 

Why were the Micawbers moving to Canterbury ? 

16. Write a character sketch of Miss Betsey Trotwood in about 40 -50 words. 

6 

HS/021 

3x2=6 

4 
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General Instructions : 

2021 

(ü) 

BENGALI 

Full Marks - 80 

Time -3 Hours 

(i) Answer all the questions as directed. Both parts of the question paper are 
compulsory. 

Write the number of the question before attempting it. 

(iü) Write the answers neatly and legibly. 

HS/007 

(iv) Figures in the margin indicate marks. 

P.T.0. 
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Total number of printed pages-4 

General Instructions : 

() All questions are compulsory. 
(ii) 

1. 

(a) 

There are two sections, A and B carrying 40 marks each. 
(iii) Write the number and sub-number of the question before attempting it. 

(iv) Figures in the margin indicate marks. 

(iii) Delhi 

Choose the correct answer from the options given : 

(e) 

CIVICS & ECONOMICS 

Where is the seat of the supreme court of India ? 

(i) Lucknow 

(b) Who is the head of the State ? 

(i) The Prime Minister 

(iii) The Chief Secretary 

(i) 

(c) The Lok Sabha is presided over by 

(i) 

SECTION-A(CIVICS- 40 marks) 

(ii) The Prime Minister 

2021 

Full Marks - 80 

The President 

Time -3 Hours 

(i) 

for 5 years 

(iii) 

one third 

(iii) during the pleasure of the Governor 

The quorum ofRajya Sabha is -

(d) The Chief Minister of State holds his office -

half of members 

(i) Kolkata 

(iv) Mumbai 

(ii) The Chief Justice 

(iv) The ChiefMinister 

(ii) 
(iv) 

(ii) 

The Speaker 
The ChiefJustice 

for 10 years 

(iv) for 20 years 

(ii) one tenth 

(iv) two third 

HS/017 

5x]=5 

PT.O. 



2. 

3. 

4. 

5. 

6. 

7. 

8. 

9. 

Fill in the blanks vith the correct answers: 
(a) The oldest party in India is. 

(b) The Chief Minister and other ministers are appointed by the. 
(c) People's court is known as 

(d) 

(e) India is having. 

force behind them) 

is considered superior than Directive principles. (Fundamental Rights / Preamble) 

() Uncharitable remarks against Directive is -

Give the definition of Public Opinion. 
Define Tehsildar court. 

party system. (dual/multi) 

(BJP/Indian National Congress) 

(g) The Union Territories which have Legislative Assembly and a Council ofMinisters are 
and. . (Delhi; Pondicherry / Sikkim; Tripura) 

Name two newly born Union Territories of India. 

What is meant by Election Manifesto ? 

Define Communalism. 

.(Lok Adalat/Lok Ayukta) 

Mention atleast tw0 qualifications to become the Chief Minister of a state. 

Write three military powers of the President of India. 

HS/017 

10. Describe any three functions of the Parliament of India. 

12. Describe and explain the advantages of Democracy. 

(a) GDP stands for 

11. Mention the distinction between the Council of Ministers and the Cabinet. 

13. Choose the correct answer from the options given: 

SECTION� B (ECONOMICS-40 marks) 

() General Domestic Product 

.(no legal force behind them / legal 

(iii) Gross Domestic Produce 

.(President / Govemor) 

2 

HS/017 

7x1=7 

(ii) Gross Domestic Product 

(iv) General Direct Products 

2 

2 

2 

2 

3 

3 

3 

3 

4 

4 

12x1=12 

Contd. 



(b) Agriculture provides source of livelibood to nearly -
() 

(c) New Industrial Policy was introduced in 

78 % of people 
(ii) 68 % of people 

(h) 

(i) 1919 

(d) What does GNNI stand for ? 

(iii) 1981 

(e) Reserve Bank of India is � 

HS/017 

(i) Great National Net Income 
(iii) Green National Net Income 

() The Guardian ofall banks 

(iii) General investor of money 

(i) Delhi 

(iii) Kolkata 

year is known as -

(i) National Income 

(iii) Real Income 

What does HDI mean? 

(i) High Development Indicator 

() Where was the first telephone service introduced in India ? 

(ii) High Development Index 

(i) Health 
(i) Education 

() 

(ii)) 58 % of people 

(g) The total value of goods and services produced by normal residents in an accounting 

(iv) 48 % of people 

Private Sector 

(ii) 

(iii) Joint Sector 

3 

(iv) 1971 

(ii) 

1991 

(iv) 
Gross National Net Income 
Green Net National Income 

(ii) The Central Bank of India 
(iv) None of these 

(ii) Bengaluru 
(iv) Mumbai 

(i) Which of the following is not a component of social infrastucture ? 

(ii) Per Capita Income 

(iv) Net National Output 

(i) Human Development Indicator 

(iv) Human Development Index 

(i) The sector consisting ofthose production units which are owned and controlled by the 
government is -

(ii) Roads 

HS/017 

(iv) Housing 

(ii) Public Sector 

(iv) Individual Sector 

P.T.O. 



(k) What is the full form ofF.C? 

(i) Food Court of India 

(iüi) Food Corporation of India 

(I) Railways in India was introduced by -

(i) The Railway Company 
(iüü) The British Empire 

14. Mention two advantages of air transport. 

15. Define Economic welfare. 

16. Write in briefabout Green Revolution. 

17. What is meant by the term 'Working Population"? 

19. Discuss Fiscal policy in brief. 

20. Discuss three problems of Indian Agriculture. 

HS/017 

18. Suggest three remedies to improve industrial productivity. 

(ii) Full Corporation of India 

23. Write the importance of agriculture in India. 

(iv) Fully Corporation oflndia 

(ii) Border Road Organisation 

21. Write the difference between Roads and Railways as a means of transport. 

4 

(iv) East India Company 

22. Explain the importance of transport in economic development. 

HS/017 
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3 
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Total number of printed pages -4 

General Instructions : 

() All questions are compulsory. 

1. Fill in the blanks : 

(i) Write the numnber and sub-number of the question before attempting it. 
(ii) Figures in the margin indicate marks. 

COMMERCIAL STUDIES 

(b) 

2021 

(c) 

Full Marks - 80 

Time - 3 Hours 

(a) One of the basic objectives of MRTP Act is to control 

or internet. 

refers to a group of present and potential buyers and sellers who can 
conduct buying and selling activities even without meeting at a place by telephone, mail 

means what a seller sells and what a buyer buys. 

(d) After identifying and measuring the financial transactions, the. 

HS/014 

(e) The activity in accounting which is concerned with explaining the meaning and 
significance of the relationship so established by the analysis is called. 

7x1=7 

(g) A systematic way of thinking and working together for better results is called. 

begins. 

() The process by which an organisation ensures that it has the right number and right 
quality of people at the right place and at the right time is called. 

PT.O. 



2. Choose the correct answer : 

(a) Ifa person has a stake (i.e interest) in the organisation, he or she is said to be a -

(i) stakeholder 

(d) 

(iii) employee 

(b) The rights which are inherent in man's social nature are called 

(i) Citizen's rights 

(ii) Human rights 

HS/014 

(i) Bank 

(c) Which of the following is not an example for service ? 

(iii) Educational Institution 

(i) Insurance 

(iii) Farming 

(i) Accountancy 

(iii) Book keeping 

It refers to the business of accepting deposits and lending money 

(i) 

(ii) customer 

Placement 

(iv) supplier 

(i) Transfer 

(e) It refers to the actual process of preparing and presenting the accounts -

(ii) Political rights 

(i) Militant function 

(iv) Child rights 

(iii) Internal function 

2 

(ii) Insurance 

(iv) Agriculture 

() It is a process of placing the right person on the right job � 

(ii) Banking 

(iv) All of these 

(ii) Accounting 

(iv) Accounting cycle 

(ii) Training 

(g) Function of trade union to secure higher wages and better working condition is -

(iv) Promotion 

HS/014 

(ii) Fraternal function 

7x1=7 

(iv) External function 

Contd. 



3. 

4. 

5. 

6. 

7. 

8. 

9. 

Answer the following: 

(a) How many parts and schedules are there in the Companies Act ? 

(b) Write the full form of SACCS. 

(c) What is meant by branding ? 

(d) What is meant by publicity ? 

(e) What is book -keeping ? 

() 

(g) What is meant by recruitment ? 

(h) Name any one agency of industrial relation. 

(i) 

What is meant by Central Bank ? 

) 

Define trade unionism. 

What is the full form of INTUC? 

State the expectations of suppliers. 

Explain any three functions of channels of distribution. 

State any three objectives of advertising. 

Name and explain any three features of personal selling. 

Give three differences between a central bank and a commercial bank. 

Write any three objectives of training. 

10. Discuss the determinants of industrial relations. 

11. State any three civil and political rights. 

HS/014 

13. Givefor types of accounts generally maintained by commercial banks. 

HS/014 

10x1=10 

3 

3 

3 

3 

3 

3 

3 

12. Discuss any two points for the advantages and wo points for the limitations of accounting. 

3 

3 

2+2=4 

4 

P.T.O. 



14. (a) Explain the meaning of Social Security. State any laws providing social security with 

their objectives. 

(b) Explain the steps taken by the government with regard to child rights. 

OR 

15. Enumerate the essential qualities of a good salesman. 

16. (a) State the objectives of Performance Appraisal. 

HS/014 

(b) Describe the benefits and limitations of conducting interviews. 

4 

OR 

HS/014 

2+6=8 

8 

8 
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General Instructions : 

() 

2021 

All questions are compulsory. 

HINDI 

Full Marks - 80 

Time - 3 Hours 

Figures in the margin indicate marks. 

(i) Write your answers neatly and legibl. 

HS/009 

(i) While attempting a question, write the question number as given in the question paper. 

1 

1 

1 

1 

P.T.O. 



2. 

3. 

4. 

() TA TAT 

HS/009 2 

HS/009 

2 

2 

6 

6 
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6. 

7. 

8 

9. 

(#) Ht HI^r : 

() 

HS/009 

ÈIfa, 

3 
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2x1=2 
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2x1=2 

4x]=4 

| x4=4 
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1 

1 

5x2=10 



16. 
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1x5=5 

1 

|x2=2 

1x3=3 

| x4=4 
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General Instructions : 

() All questions are compulsory. 

1. Choose the corect answer : 

(a) 

(ii) Write the number and sub-number of the question before attempting it. 
(üi) Figures in the margin indicate marks. 

(i) Vitamin C 

(ii) Vitamin D 

() Brown paper 

Pulses are the major sources of 

(iil) Newspaper 

(i) ceramic material 

(iii) aluminium 

2021 

HOME SCIENCE 

(Theory) 

(b) For storing green leafy vegetables, it should be wrapped in -

(i) FPO 

Full Marks - 70 

(iii) ISI 

Time - 3 Hours 

(i) Chlorine 

(ii) Bleaching powder 

(ii) Carbohydrates 

(c) Equipments required for proper storage of sour food like curds, pickles, etc is -

(e) The universal bleaching agent is -

(iv) Protein 

(ii) Moist Muslin Cloth 

(d) Standardisation mark which is put on eletrical goods is -

(iv) Polythene packet 

(ii) baskets 

(iv) tight tin 

(ii) AGMARKS 

(iv) Woolmarks 

(ii) Hydrogen peroxide 

HS/015 

(iv) Hydrochloric acid 

5x1=5 

P.T.O. 



2. 

3. 

4. 

(a) By 

Fill in the blanks: 

(b) Iron requirement is increased during. 
(c) 

(d) 

(e) 

() 

months, a child becomes double his birthweight. 

Answer the following questions in one or two sentences : 

(e) 

All those foods which get spoilt very soon are known as 

(a) What is meant by the term 'heredity'? 

() 

(b) What is language ? 

means safe keeping of food stuff that we do not need right away. 

(c) What is maturation ? 

(i) 

is added in the final rinse for silk. 

(d) Define the word 'peers'. 

insures the quality of packed spices, cereals, flour, pulses, masala, etc. 

(g) What provides consumer protection to all individuals ? 

(d) 

What is meant by invitation ? 

(h) Write the full form of FPO. 

What is weaning? 

HS/015 

(i) Define the term social development. 

What is meant by black marketing? 

Answer the following questions : 

(a) What is meant by the term development ? 

(b) Write any two points to keep in mind while selecting toys for children. 

foods. 

(c) List wo important symptoms of carbohydrate deficiency disorder in our body. 

Why do men need more proteins and energy than women ? 

(e) Differentiate between human and non-human resources. 

2 
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6x1=6 

10x1=10 

10x2=20 

Contd. 



S. 

6. 

7. 

8. 

() 

(g) 

(h) 

(i) 

Write two points on how you can make the wisest (best) use of time and energy. 
What are the advantages of Insurance Policy ? 

(d) 

State two reponsibilities of a consumer. 

Answer the following questions: 

(e) 

Why is shrinkage control required in fabrics ? 

(a) How can you say that play is natural ? 

Why should woollens be dried on a flat surface? 

(c) Why do we need to maintain an account of our expenditure ? 

(b) What are the different points one must kèep in mind while storing different foods ? 

HS/015 

Write three important steps in making a family budget. 
i). Write the importance of vitamins for human body. 

OR 

(ii) Write the importance of minerals for human beings. 

Write some of the advantages and disadvantages of tailor-made garments. 

HS/015 

Explain the influence (role) of rhymes (songs) in the life of a child upto 3 years of age. 4 

Write any five precautions that should be taken while laundering cotton garments. 

5x3=15 

3 

2/+2/=5 

5 



Total number of printed pages - 2 

General Instructions : 

() 

1. 

2. 

3. 

4. 

(ti) Write the number and sub-number of the question before attempting it. 

5. 

All questions are compulsory. 

(ii) Marks for each question are indicated against it. 

6. 

INTRODUCTORY INFORMATION TECHNOLOGY 

Fill in the blanks : 

(a) The. 

(b) A 

Full Marks -30 

(d) FTP stands for. 

2021 

Time - 1% Hours 

element is used to create hyperlinks. 

(c) The title should be limited to 

is a collection of many web pages. 

What are elements made of ? 

(Theory) 

(e) A database can have multiple. 

What isa web server? 

What is the full form ofRDBMS ? 

How is <0L> different from<UL>? 

How do you insert subscripts in HTML? 

characters. 

HS/016 

5x]=5 

1 

1 

1 

1 

2 

P.T.O. 



7. 

8. 

9. 

What is the purpose ofDesign View? 

What is the difference between BACKGROUND and BGCOLOR attributes used in 
BODY> tag? 

What is DHTML? 

10. Differentiate between data and information. 

11. What is Internet2? 

12. Write sir common elements ofa browser window. 

13. Describe any three attributes of <IMG> element. 

HS/016 

2 

HS/016 2 

2 

2 

2 

2 

V½x6=3 

14. What is the function of the <HR> element in HTML? Explain any two attributes of the 
<HR> element. 

3 

1+2=3 
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General Instructions: 
(i) 
(ii) 

(ii) 

1. 

2021 

All questions are compulsory. 

NEPALI 

Full Marks - 80 

Time -3 Hours 

Figures in the margin indicate marks. 

Write yo°r answers neatly and legibly. 
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While attempting a question, write the question number as given in the question paper: 
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15. �eMh| lRTRhh0 3 H rgTI G: 

20. 

(#) a4 (qTEufa) 

(T) h49 (3141) 

HS/012 

37GT 

4 

HS/012 

3×1=3 

1 

2 

3 

4 

4 



Total numnber of printed pages -7 

General Instructions : 

) All questions are compulsory. 

1. 

(ii) Figres in the margin indicate marks. 

measurements. 

(iv) Use of calculator is not allowed. 

Choose the corect answer : 

(ii) In question on construction, the drawing should be neat and exactly as per the given 

(i) 

(a) Aspeed of 40 m/s is the same as 

(i) 

36 km / hr 

(i) 

MATHEMATICS 

that is left is -

1 day 

1 

Full Marks �80 

3 

Time -3 Hours 

2021 

(b) A can do a piece of work in 2 days. B can do it in 3 days and C in 6 days. If they all work 
together, the time taken to finish the work is 

(ii) 48 km/ hr 

(ii) 

(ii) 2 days 

2 

(iiil) 72 km / hr 

(c) A can do a piece of work in 15 days. He works for 5 days. Then, the fraction of the work 

3 

(ii) 3 days 

1 

(iv) 144 km /hr 

(i) + 3x -10 (ii) -3x +10 (ii) -3x-10 

(iv) 4 days 

HS/002 

24x1=24 

(iv) 
2 

15 

(d) A quadratic polynomial, the sum and product of whose zeroes are 3 and 10 is 

(iv) + 3x +10 

PT.0. 



(e) The expression 

(i) 
x+2 

(() 

x-2 

HS/002 

1 

i) 133 

(i) 4 cm 

(i) In the given figure, 

(i) 

and PD=3 cm. 

3x+6 

-4 

(1) Ifthe equ�tion k-6r+ l=0has real and equal roots, then the value of k is -

(g) The 11 term from the end of the AP 7, 13, 19 .. 205 is -

Then, PA is equal to -

4 cm 

(iii) 7 cm 

PB =2 cm, PC =4 cm 

in its simplest form is -

(i) 

(i) 25o 

X-2 

(ii) 3 

(ii) 40° 

X+2 

(ii) 139 

(h) InA ABC,D and E are points on the sides AB and AC respectively such that DE || BC. 

IfAD=2.5 cm, DB=5 cm and AE =2 cm. Then EC is 

(ii) 5 cm 

(ii) 6 cm 

In the given figure, PA and PB are 

such thatAPB=50°, 

(iv) 9 cm 

tangents to the circle with centre O 

then ZOAB is equal to -

(ii) 

(ii) 30° 

(iv) 65 

2 

3 

x-2 

(ii) 6 

(iii) 145 

C 

(iii) 7 cm 

(iv) 

P 

B 

3 

X+2 

(iv) 9 

HS/002 

(iv) 151 

(iv) 7.5 cm 

50° 

Contd. 



(k) The distance of a point P (6, - 8) from the origin is -

(i) 7 units 

C-8,5)is -

() (1,-2) 

(1) The coordinates of the Centroid of A ABC with vertices A(-3,0), B(5, -2) and 

(i) J6 units 

() 

HS/002 

(n) (1- cos'0) sece is equal to -

() 

(m) A(2,3), B(2, 2), C(S, 2) and D (5, 3) are the vertices of a rectangle ABCD. Then, the 
length ofits diagonal is -

sin 

(ii) 9 units 

(1) 7 cm 

(i) 

(ii) (-1,2) 

16 cm? 

(o) sec 65° sin 25° - cos 25° cosec 65° is equal to -

(ii) V8 units 

(i) 5 cm² 

(ii) cot?e 

28 cm is -

(p) Ifthe area ofa circle is 154 cm, then its diameter is -

(i) 4 

(ii) 1 

(ii) 15.2 cm 

(q) The area of a square inscribed in a circle of radius 4 cm is -

(ii) 14 cm 

(iii) 10 units 

(ii) 32 cm² 

(ii) (2,-1) 

(ii) 25 cm² 

(ii) /10 units 

(r) The volume of a cube is 125 cm', its surface area is -

(ii) cosec'0 

(ii) 7 

3 

(ii) 2 

(iii) 48 cm² 

(iii). 100 cm² 

(iv) 14 units 

(iii) 28 

HS/002 

(iv) (-2,1) 

(iv) /12 units 

(iv) tan?e 

(s) The number of spherical balls ofradius 7 cm that can be formed from a sphere of radius 

(iv) 3 

(iv) 17.6 cm 

(iv) 64 cm² 

(iv) 150 cm? 

(iv) 64 

PT.O. 



2. 

(t) The formula for finding the total surface area of a solid hemisphere of radius 'r' is -

() ? 

(i) 

(i) 

(u) A bag contains 2 red balls, 5 white balls and 8 black balls. The probability that a ball 

drawn from the bag attandom will be neither red nor black is -

1 

3 

HS/O02 

AUB 

(ii) (AnB) 

(i) 

(i) 70 

(ii) ;a 2 

(ii) 

(v) In the given figure, A and B are two sets. The shaded portion represents 

(ii) ANB 

work ? 

(iv) (AUB)' 

(ii) 80 

Answer the following questions : 

(ii) 3 zy2 

(x) IfA={1, 2, 3,4} and B= (3,4} then A- B is -

(ii) (1,2} 

(w) In a group of 80 people, 37 like coffee, 52 like tea and 19 like both. The number of 

people who like either coffee or tea is -

(b) Sotve : 6r+x-2 = 0. 

(iii) 
2 

4 

15 

(iv) 2nr2 

(iii) 89 

(iii) {3,4} 

HS/002 

8 

(iv) 108 

(3) Mawia and Enga working together take 15 days to complete a piece of work. IfMawia 

alone can do this work in 20 days, how long would Enga take to complete the same 

(iv) {1,2, 3, 4} 

10 x 2=20 

Contd. 



3. 

4. 

5. 

(c) What should be added to 

(h) Evaluate: 

(i) 

6 

(d) Find the sum of the first 20 terms of an AP whose nh term is given by a,=2-3n. 

(e) Prove that the angles in the same segment of a circle are equal. 

(*+1)(x +2) 

Subjects 

(f) Aladder is placed against a wall such that its foot is at a distance of6 m from the wall 

and its top reaches a window 8 m above the ground. Find the length of the ladder. 

cos 740 ) 
sin 16° 

Marks 

(g) A(x, 3) and B (4, 7) are the two end points of the diameter of a circle with centre 

O (3, 5). Find the value of x. 

HS/002 

60 

cos S1o )2 

sin 39° 

to obtain 

The radii of two circles are 15 cm and 12 cm respectively. Find the radius of the circle 
which has circumference equal to the sum of the circumferences of the two circles. 

(i) Astudent Sangi secured marks in different subjects as shown in the table below: 

Mizo Maths 

50 

-4sin 4so 

Represent the data in apie chart. 

18 

x+x-2 

Science 

30 

Find the HCF and LCM of 2x-5x-3 and x-27x. 

OR 

? 

HS/002 

SS 

40 

Mawia borrowed Rs. 7950 at 12 % per annum compounded annually. Ifhe pays it back in two 
equal annual instalments, calculate the value of each instalment. 

(a) Prove that the lengths of tangents drawn from an external point to a circle are equal. 

3 

3 

3 

PT.O. 



6. 

7. 

8. 

(b) A circle touches the sides AB, BC,CD and AD of a quadrilateral ABCD at the points 

P,Q,R and S respectively. Prove that AB+CD=BC+AD. 

(a) Show that the points A (0, -2), B(3, 1), C(0,4) and D (-3,1) are the vertices of a 
square. 

Prove that : 
cOs 

(b) In what ratio does the x-axis divide the line segment joining the points A (1, -5) and 
B(-4, 5) ? Also, find the coordinates of the point of division. 

sine 
1- tan sin -cos 

OR 

HS/002 

=COS + sin 

2x + 3y = 12 

10. Solve the following system of linear equations graphically : 

HS/002 

Calculate the area of a triangle bounded by these lines and the x-axis. 

3 

The angles of elevation ofthe top of a tower from two points at distances 'a' and 'b from its 

foot are complementary. Prove that the height of the tower is ab. 

9. Atoy is in the form of a cone mounted on a hemisphere of common base radius 7 cm. The 

total height of the toy is 31 cm. Find the total surface area of the toy. 

3 

OR 

3 

6 

3 

11. (a) Using ruler and compass only, construct a triangle ABC in which BC =6.5 cm, ZA-60° 
and the median AD through A is 5 cm long. Also, write the steps of construction. 

3 

5 

(6) Draw a circle of radius 4.5 cm. Take a point P outside the circle. Without using the 

centre of the circle, draw two tangents to the circle from the point P. Also, write the 

steps of construction. 

5 

5 

Contd. 



12. Calculate the Median from the following table : 

Class Interval 

HS/002 

|Frequency 

0 - 10 

5 

10 - 20 20- 30 

10 20 

7 

30 -40 

5 

40 - 50 

Also, find the mean using empirical formula if mode of the above data is 24. 

10 

H^/002 

5 



Total number of printed pages - 5 

Hriat turte : 

1. 

2. 

3. 

() Zawhna zawng zawng hi chhan ngei ngei tur a ni. 
(i) Zawhna tin mark put zat chu a zawnah tarlan zel a ni. 

(ii) Chhan dawnin zawhna nambar ziah zel tur a ni. 

4. 

(a) Ka lawmna. 

Full Marks - 80 

A dik zawk hmangin dah khat rawh: 

MIZO 

Time - 3 Hours 

2021 

THEN KHATNA-HLA (18 Marks) 

-angin a liam a. (tuifinriat / lui) 

(b) Mausam" tih hla thu awmzia chu. 

(c) Mahriak ten ârang ka vai e Parte' tih hla phuahtu chu. 

Chhak tlâng ram tiang bâwmtu par 

A vul leh ta, chhing zo awm maw 

tih chhan hi han sawi teh. 

(a) A hnuaia hla thu hi Mizo �awng tluang pangngaiin dah rawh : 

ani. (zilhhau/ hnawl) 

(a) A hnuaia hla thu hi a tobula chhuiin hrilhfiah rawh: 

Zo hnahthlakah tu nge hniam ber chuang le ? 

HS/O05 

(b) Chhingkhual lên mawi' tih hla phuahtuin 'hnutiang chhawn tal hianin aw, lo hawi se'a 

Zoram chûnnun a hraileng min lêm chuang lo. 

3x1=3 

ani. (Vankhama/Lalzova) 

2 

2 

3 

() Hmangaihna' tih hla phuahtu hming sawi la, he hla phuahtuin a hmangaih leh a �uh tak 
tana a hlan kha eng nge ni ?Ahmangaih tan chuan eng ang takin nge a inhuam sawi bawk 
rawh. 2+1=3 

Kawltu chawi nun iang chu zirlaite'. He hla thu hi eng hla a�anga lak chhuah nge a nih ? 
Kawltu chawi chu tute nge an nih ? Kawltu chawi nun leh zirlaite nun inanna hla thu beh 

chhanin han sawi teh. 1+1+3=5 

PT.O. 



5. 

6. 

7. 

8. 

9. 

Kualkhung chhunga zawhna ang zelin chhang rawh: 
(a) 

(c) Thinur laiin thu an 

THEN HNIHNA- THU (18 marks) 

Sava no neih hun tlangaupuitu chu Zotuklo / Kiltheihrawk a ni.(A dik zawk thlang rawh) (b) Buanzawl lian hi khaw ropuina pakhatah an ngai. (A dik nge dik lo sawi rawh) 

(d) Vul' thu ep (opposite) chu, 
(e) Thiltih peih leh peih loh hi mihring nunphung mizia nena kal kawp tlat a ni. 

(A dik zawk thlang rawh) 

-ngai lo. (Mizo thufinga ziak angin dah khat rawh) 
.ani. (chuai /no /vuai) 

10. (a) 

Thalaite khawvel' ziaktuin mahni kea din theihna bul a sawi kha sawi la, nun zalen leh zalen lo lantirna pakhat a sawi kha sawi bawk rawh. 

HS/O05 

HS/005 

(a) 'Beiseina hi miretheite chaw a ni titu kha tu nge ? Beiseina nei tlat mite awm dan kha 
han sawi teh. 

Kualkhung chhunga zawhna ang zel hian chhang rawh: 

1+2=3 
(b) Nihna dik tak anga kan lan chhuah theih loh chhan kha eng nge?Nihna' ziaktuin 'Mahni 

phu tawk leh hmuh tur ang pawh chang pha lo' a tih kha eng ang mite nge ni han sawi teh. 
1+2=3 

Ruihhlo hian kawppui, hnung zuitu hlauhawm tak a nei a, chu chu eng nge ni ? Ruihhlo ngai ni 
tura luhna kawngka zau ber kha eng nge sawi la, tute thinlungah nge ruihhlo ngaihna chi a tiah 
thin sawi bawk rawh. 

THEN THUMNA-GRAMMAR (12 marks) 

5x1=5 

(a) Arethei a; mah se/mahse a rinawm. (Conjunction dik zavwk thlang chhuak rawh) 

(b) Kan zirtirtu a rawn thleng chiah. (Chiah' hi Adverb nge Adjective ?) 

1+1=2 

2 

1+1+3=5 

2x1=2 

Verb hrilhfiah la, noun ni si, verb anga kan hman thin pakhat hmangin thu phuah bawk 
rawh. 1+1=2 

(b) Attributive Adjective leh Predicative Adjective awmzia sawifiah la, a tichiang turin thu 
phuah ve ve rawh. 1+1=2 

Contd. 



11. Adik zawk thlang rawh: 
(a) In mu leh âr tih hi. 

(b) Ei tur nei lo hi tawng upain 
chham) 

(a) Isuan vanram 

12. A kar awlte hi �awngkam dik zawkin dah khat rawh: 

(b) Rul ka vaw. 

13. Mizo tawng ziak dan dik zawk thlang la, ziak tha rawh : 
(a) Kel kha hnawt bo/hnawtbo rawh. 

(a) Officer lian 

.sawina a ni. (inkawmngcih /inngeih lo/intiat) 

(b) Rungdil /Rung dil-ah ka kal tawh. 

IAS) 

(b) Imi hriat angini. 

nan an�am chi a sawi lang. (entir / tehkhin) 

14. Kualkhung chhunga a dik ber hmangin a kar âwlte hi dah khat rawh: 

der mai. (hlum/ thi) 

HS/005 

a ni. (fahrah puan hlai lawmni kham /chhuan 

THEN LINA-LEMCHAN (6 marks) 

Thimkual) 

(c) Hrilmawii leh Ramliana inneih lehkha tar tan ni atana an ruat chu. 

(23rd March, 1998/24h March, 1998/25th March, 1998) 

Tanchhingi/Chawngi) 

16. A chhanna dik ber thlang chhuak la, a kar awlte hi dah khat rawh: 

val hi chu keini mai mai tluk thu a awm hleinem. (IFS/IPS/ 

THEN NGANA-THAWNTHU TAWI (5 marks) 

(a) Ral thattu, milu khai neite an tawntir thin chu, 

nih chu ka duh ber zawng a nih hi. (hmangaih/ thlir/ nupui) 

HS/005 

2x1=2 

15. Hrilmawii tlan nana an pawisa phut zat kha sawi la, Hrilmawii'na pa phone-a a biaka police 
te chungchang a sawi dan kha h£n sawi teh. 

(b) Tualte khuaah chuan zawlnei hmingthang tak 

2x1=2 

3 

2x1=2 

3x]=3 

a ni. 

1+2=3 

2x1=2 

ani. (Zawngchal /Arkeziak/ 

a awm a. (Lurhthanga / 

P.IO. 



17. Sai ram chhuak turte kha khawi hmunah nge an innghah khawm ?Thakimi'n sai ram chhuah an 

1+2=3 hlauh thin a rinna chhan han sawi teh. 

THEN RUKNA� CHHIAR (5 marks) 

18. A hnuaia thu hi ngun takin chhiar la, a thu behchhanin a tawpa zawhnate hi chhang ang che: 

"Lerh suh fanau i sam lo ang e' tia inzirtir Mizo hnam thlah kal zel kha kan la ni a. He 

hnam, kawng pengthuama ding mek hian Mizo hnam nun mawi chawinung zeltu tur amamawh. 

Mizo pi leh pute hunlai chuan vantlang tana mi hnawksak leh chimawmte lalin hremna a 

pek, khawchhung atanga hnawh chhuah an nihin khaw dangah pawh an lehhnawn thin avangin 

a ruk aralin chutiang mi chu khaw chhung a�angin an insaseng zawk thin. 

Mi dangte kan tanpui thei lo a nih pawhin mi dangte tana harsatna siamtu nih hi kan 

Mizo pi leh pute nunah an tih ngai loh a nih avangin mi tana harsatna siamtu nih hi zo nun nen 

inhal tlat ani thin. Mi dangte phurrit siam ahneha Thian chhan thih ngam hnam", Mizo fa tawh 

phawt chuan mi dang thlamuanna leh nun zalenna a ngaihtuah zawk tur a ni ang. 

Kan thlahtu kan Mizo pi leh pute khan hlawhtlinna leh dinchhuahna tur emaw, buh leh bal 

emaw hi sakuh ser nghah takin an nghak ve ngai lova, a thawh a thawkin kawla ni chhuak 

chhiara sadai ek ham pherhin an thlo chhuak thin. 

HS/O05 

Mizoramin State puitling ni tura kan chuan kaina kum 1986-a ram danpui siam that vawi 

53-na behchhana ziah luh, ram danpui Article 371G-ah hian Mizo hnam leh hnam nun kalphung 

chu ram chhung dan dang lak a�anga humhalhna min pe a, kan hnam nunmawi, kan rohlute hi 

chhawm nun zel kan tum fan tur a ni ang. 

(a) Zo nun nena inhal tlat chu 

(b) Lalin hremna a pek thinte chu 

HS/O05 

a ni. 

a ni. 

(c) Mizoram tana ram danpui Article 371G pawimawhna chu 

() Sakuh ser nghah' hi hrilhfiah la, sentence siam nghal rawh. 

a ni. 

2 

Contd. 



(a) Hripui 

THEN SARIHNA �ZIAK (8 marks) 

19. Ahnuaia thupui i duh zawkzawk hmang hian thumal 200-250 vel hmangin essay han ziak teh: 5 

(b) Rilru hriselna leh inkharkhip 

20. Saichal khua Presbyterian Kohhran Secretary Lalrinkima ini a, in Biak in chawkidar thar tur 
zawnna atan Advertisement chanchinbua chhuah tur han ziak teh. 

THEN RIATNA-RAPID READER (8 maks) 

HS/005 

HS/005 

21. Ni eng zat hnuah nge Thangi pit veng haw har kha an zuk ngaihven ? A sal tanna nu khan eng 
vanga haw harah nge apuh? 

23. 'Khawnglung run' in zirlaiin sal dinhmun a sawi dan kha han sawi teh. 

3 

22. "Chalkung, mi chhepa, i awm mai mai pawh hian ka pawi i sawi a ni". He thu hi tu sawi nge? 
Chalkunga'n a chhan zui dan kha han sawi teh. 

5 

1+1=2 

1+2=3 

3 



Total number of printed pages - 5 

General Instructions: 

All questions are compulsory. 

1. 

(i) All diagrams should be drawn neatly. 

Choose the correct answer : 

(ii) Write the number and sub-number of the question before attempting it. 
(iy) Figures in the margin indicate marks. 

(i) plane mirror only 

(ii) convex mirror only 

the angle of refraction is 

(i) 90° 

(a) The laws ofreflection are applicable to -

SCIENCE 

(i) Red 

(Theory) 
Full Marks -70 

Time- 3 Hours 

SECTION-A(PHYSICS) 24 Marks 

2021 

(i) is zero 

(ii) 450 

(b) Ifaray of light passes normally at right angles from one medium to another medium, 

(c) Which of the following colour will be scattered the least ? 
(ii) Green 

(iv) is the same at all points 

(ii) concave mirror only 

(iii) Blue 

(d) The magnetic field inside a long straight solenoid carrying current 

(ii) decreases as we move towards its ends 

(iv) all kinds of mirrors 

(iii) increases as we move towards its ends 

(ii) 0° 

HS/003 

6x1=6 

(iv) 60° 

(iv) Violet 

PT.0. 



2. 

3. 

4. 

5. 

6. 

7. 

(e) One horse power is cqual to -

() The magnetic field produced by a given current in the conductor 

(i) 736W (ii) 746W 

(b) 

(a) 

Which mirror is used as a reflector in search light ? 

(i) decreases as the distance from it increases 

Why do different colours deviate differently in the prism ? 

(a) 

(ii) increases as the distance from it increases 

(iii) increases as the distance from it does not change 

(ii) 700W 

(iv) decreases as the distance from it does not change 

HS/003 

(a) What is atmospheric refraction? Why do the stars twinkle at night ? 

A wire is stretched so that its length becomes double, what is the effect on its resistivity and 
why ? 

OR 

Why does the sky look blue ? How will it look from the moon? 

OR 

HS/003 

(iv) 730W 

OR 

(b) With the help ofa ray diagram, determine the nature, size and position of the image 
formed by a concave mirror when the object is placed at C. 

(b) What is the resistance of 1000W heater marked for 220 V? 

2 

With the help of a ray diagram, determine the nature, size and position of the image 
formed by á convex lens when the object is placed between fand 2f. 1%+%+5+=3 

1 

1+2=3 

2 

2 

1%+1%=3 

What is the highest and lowest total resistance that can be obtained by combination of 
four resistances 22,42,62 and 122. 

1%+%++=3 

1%+1%3 

3 

Contd. 



9 

(a) 

(b) 

13. 

Choose the correct answer : 

(c) 

With the helpof a ciruut diagram, cstablish the relationship for the cquivalent resstanice 
of three resistors connccted in parallel. 

(a) Which metal is highly resistant to corrosion? 

(d) 

Explain the construction of an clcctric motor with the help of a labelled diagram. 

Also state the principle. 

(i) Fe 

(b) Which of the following metals is most ductile? 

(ii) Copper (i) Aluminium 

SECTION� B (CHEMISTRY) 23 Marks 

HS/003 

(i) Antibiotic 

OR 

(ii) Zn 

(ii) Antacid 

Which one of the following compounds has a triple bond? 

(i) C,H, (ii) CH 
(e) Which of the following is not an allotropic form of carbon? 

(i) Fullerene 

I1. What is Isomerism? 

(ii) CHp 

(iii) Cu 

(ii) Diamond 

Which one of the following types of medicines is used for treating indigestion? 

(ii) Analgesic 

(iii) Silver 

14. What is neutralisation? Give one example. 

12. What is the first member of alkyne homnologous series? 

(ii) Graphite 

3 

(iv) Al 

(iv) Gold 

IIS/003 

(iv) Antiseptic 

(iv) C,H, 

10. In which group of the Periodic table would you place Lithium having atomic number 3 ? I 

How does the valency change on moving from left to right ina periodic table? 

|+3=4 

2+1+1=4 

5x1=5 

(iv) Methane 

I+|=2 

PT.O. 



15. Write the two main factors responsible for rusting of Iron. 

16. Write the clectronic configuration of Carbon. What type ofbonds are formed by Carbon? 
1+]=2 

17. (a) Five solutions A, B, C, D and E when tested with universal indicator showed pH as 4, 1, 

11,7 and 9 respectively. Classify the solution into neutral, acidic and basic. 1+1+1=3 

(b) Write three properties of ionic compounds. 

table. 
18. (a) State Modern Periodic Law. Explain briefly the achievement of the modern periodic 

(ii) Define the reaction. 

HS/003 

(i) Nanme the reaction that takes place. 

OR 

19. Choose the correct answer: 

(b) The colour of a freshly prepared solution of copper sulphate gradually changes when an 
iron nail is dipped in it. 

(i) a reactant 

OR 

(a) Role of oxygen in photosynthesis is as -

(ii) a catalyst 

(iii) Also give a balanced chemical equation mentioning the state of the reactants and 
products. 

(i) kidney 

SECTION -C (BIOLOGY) 23 Maks 

(iii) heart 

(b) Pericardium is the double walled membrane around the 

(ii) a food 

HS/003 

(iv) aby-product 

1+]=2 

(ii) brain 

(iv) lungs 

4 

3 

1+3=4 

1+1+2=4 

3x1=3 

Contd. 



(c) In humans, protein digestion begins in the -
(i) mouth 

(ii) duodenum 

(ii) stomach 

20. Which mode ofnutrition is exhibited by animals ? 

(iv) small intestine 

cytoplasm. 

21. Name the asexual reproduction in which nucleus divides first, followed by division of 

22. What formed the basis for Darwin's theory ? 

HS/003 

23. Name the enzyme present in human saliva, what is its function ? 
24. Differentiate betweena food chain and a food web. 

25. (a) What are the components of blood ? 

(b) What is a lymph? What are the functions oflymph in our body ? 

26. Describe how the sex of the offsprings is determined in the zygote in human beings. 
27. What are the problems caused by the non biodegradable waste that we generate? 

28. (a) What is tissue culture? What are its advantages ? 

OR 

OR 
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5 

1+1=2 

3 

1+2=3 

2 

3 

3 

(b) Describe the primary sex organs of a human male. Also draw a neat diagram. 3+1=4 

1 

2+2-4 

1 



Total number of printed pages-4 

General Instructions: 
(i) Answer all the questions. 

1. 

2. 

(i) Wite the number and sub-number of the question before attempting it. 
(ii) Figures in the margin indicate marks. 

SOCIAL SCIENCE 

INDIA AND THE CONTEMPORARY WORLD-I (24 marks) 

2021 

Full Marks - 80 

Answer the following questions briefly : 

Time - 3 Hours 

(a) Who believed in the policy ofblood and iron ? 

Choose the correct answer: 

(b) Which Latin word is Liberalism� derived from ? 
(c) Which country was the world's first Industrial Nation ? 
(d) Where did the Jallianwala Bagh incident take place ? 

(ii) The First World War 

(a) The ideologies of nationalism and liberalism were a product of -
(i)) The Indian War of Independence 

(iii) The Industrial Revolution 

() 1792 - 1802 

(ii) 1888 - 1900 

(iv) The Italian Unification Movement 

(b) The Revolutionary Wars were fought during the following years -

(i) Mill owners 

(ii) Indigo planters demands 

(ii) 

(c) Mahatma Gandhi launched the Dandi March against 

1790 - 1800 

(iv) 1920- 1930 

(ii) Salt tax 

(iv) High revenue 

HS/004 

4x]=4 
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3. 

4. 

S. 

6. 

7. 

8. 

.9. 

(d) 

Write a note on the Rowlatt Act. 

What was the Great Depression? 

(a) 
What are the advantages of globalisation? 

(a) 

What did George Stephenson build? 

What were the effects of the British g0vernment's decision to abolish the Corn Laws ? 

Give three reasons for the decline ofIndia's textile industry during the Colonial period. 

(i) Water frame 

(c) 

(ii) Flying shuttle 

(d) 

Answer the following questions briefly : 

(e) 

(b) Why did the tribals revolt ? Illustrate with two examples. 

(a) 

(d) 

Write a note on Civil Disobedience Movement. 

(b) Name one renowned environmentalist who pioneered the Chipko Movement. 

HS/004 

What are resources ? 

INDIA-RESOURCES AND THEIR DEVELOPMENT (27 Marks) 

What are minerals ? 

10. Choose the correct answer: 

Which mineral is used as a fluxing agent ? 

What is transportation ? 

(i) Affor�station 

(b) Rice is a -
(ii) Mining 

One of the following methods helps to conserve the soil� 

(i) Rabi crop 

(c) Iron is an examnple of a -
(ii) Kharif crop 

OR 

(i) Source of energy 

(i) Spinning mule 

(ii) Placer deposit 

(iv) Steam powered locomotive 

The Marmagao port is located in -

(i) West Bengal 
(iii) Tamil Nadu 

2 

(ii) Overgrazing 
(iv) Soil erosion 

(ii) Zaid crop 
(iv) Autumn crop 

(ii) Metallic mineral 

(iv) Non-metallic mineral 

(ii) Maharashtra 

HS/004 

(iv) Goa 

2 

2 

2 

3 
3 

2+2=4 

5x1=5 

4x]=4 

Contd. 



11. What are reserved forests? 
12. 

13. 
Distinguish between hydel powcr and thermal power. 
What arce the advantages of water as a means of transportation ? 

14. Suggest three measures for controlling land degradation. 
15. (a) What are the geographical conditions required to grow coffee ? Mention one State 

in India where coffee is cultivated. 

(b) What measures will you suggest to improve the Indian agricultural scenario? 
16. Draw an outline map ofIndia and insert the following: 

(a) River Ganga 

(c) Wular Lake 

(e) Mumbai 

17. Choose the correct answer: 

HS/004 

(i) Unity and integrity 

(iii) Prudential and aesthetic 
(b) Indian democracy follows 

(i) One party system 

DEMOCRATIC POLITICS -Il (12 Marks) 

(ii) Multi-party system 

OR 

(a) The two major reasons for power sharing are 

(i) People find it easy to vote 

(b) 

(d) 

(iii) It allows fair competition 

() 

18. What is meant by a Manifesto? 

(ii) It discourages free competition 

Kandla Port 

19. Explain the challenges to democracy in India. 

Satpura Range 

(c) This is incorrect about a two-party system -

Tropic of Cancèr 

OR 

3 

(iü) Moral and prudential 
(iv) Ethnic and ethical 

(ii) 

(iv) It is found in the United States ofAmerica 

Two party system 
(v) National party system 

20. (a) Explain the different forms of power-sharing in modern democracies. 

(b) What is the difference between a hung parliament and a coalition government ? 

HS/004 

2+%+%+%++h+%=5 

2 

3+]=4 

3 

2 

4 

2 

4 

2 

3x1=3 

P.T.0. 
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UNDERSTANDING ECONOMIC DEVELOPMENT-II (12 marks) 

21. Choose the correct answer : 

(a) Economic development has been traditionally defined by -

(i) Increase in per capita income 

(i) 
(b) Which one of the following is not the function of money ? 

Amedium of exchange 
(iii) A measure ofvalue 

HS/004 

(ii) Right to information 
(iii) Right to consumer education 

(iv) Right to choose 

22. Define per capita income. 

(c) Which of the following is not a right of the consumer ? 

(ii) 

(1) Right to non-payment for not providing timely service 

and the service providers. 

(iv) Increase in population 

Increase in enmployment 

(ii) 

25. When was the Earth Summit held ? 

(iv) 

OR 

23. Distinguish between formal sector and informal sector institutions. 

Ameasure ofeconomic activity 

4 

Astore ofvalue 

(b) Explain the rationale and salient features of Consumer Protection Act, 1986. 

24. (a) Explain the four ways in which consumers are exploited in the market by the suppliers 

DISASTER MANAGEMENT (5 marks) 

26. What are the four elements of Community initiative? 

27. Define search and rescue. 

HSI004 

3x1=3 

2 

3 

4 

1 

2 

2 

(iii) Increase in national income 



Total number of printed pages -7 

General Instructions : 

(ii) 

(iii) 

(iv) 

1. 

2021 

ENGLISH 

Full Marks - 80 

Time -3 Hours 

This question paper is divided into four sections - A, B, C and D. 

All the sections are compulsory. Answer all the questions. 

Write the number of the question before attempting it. 

Marks for each question are indicated against it. 

SECTION -A :Reading (10 marks) 
Read the following passage carefully and answer the questions that follow: 

HS/001 

We live in a time of intensified stress and strain and it is manifesting itself physically. 

This is the era of heart disease, high blood pressure and nervous breakdowns.These 

afflictions frequently have their origin largely in hectic and frantic minds rather than in physical 

causes. William Muldoon, the famous athletic trainer, once said, "Men do not die of disease 

but of internal combustion". Lack ofa peaçeful mind also affects poise, making one irritable 

and creating friction between himself and his associates. It distorts his judgements, dissi 

pates his creative powers and subtracts from the meaning of living. Where there is no peace, 

there surely can be no joy and certainly reduced creative activity. 

Where, then, is peace of mind to be found ? In nature ? Surely this beautiful world 

is designed to give man peace. Let him go to the mountains, far removed from the confusion 

of the cities, where the great hills, shrouded in their ever- present mystic haze ofblue, shoulder 

out the sky. Let him climb into the high uplands, where the air is crisp and laden with 

the exhilarating odour of pine, where the whispering winds make music through great 

trees, where the deep valleys stretch in pensive quietness between the hills, rock-ribbed and 

ancient as the sun. There man can drink in, ifhe will, the peace of God. Let the man seeking 

peace of mind linger by the sea, wàtching its curling foamy breakers surge and fall upon the 

P.T.O. 



beach of clean white sand. Through uncounted centuries the breakers have thus been falling. 
The roar through all ages has never ceased. It is as ifto say, There is plenty of time; there is 
no hurry: wait; your own will come to you". 

Let one watch the sunlight falling gently upon the green grass or sifting down onto the 
black loam ofa forest floor in the stillness of a summer afternoon, or behold the silvery light 
of the moon on a white sandy road or shimmering across water on a starlit night. Let him feel 
the soft rain falling against his cheek on an April day. Let him warm his bon�s before a wood 
fire on a winter night or lift up his eyes to the stars in a country place where no man-made 
light hampers his vision of the fabulous canopy of the heavens. 
All of these surpassingly beautiful things, so beautiful that they bring a choke to the throat, 
were placed in the world by God to give man peace but, strangely enough -and sadly enough 
one can see all of these things, love them poignantly and yet not truly find peace. And why? 
Obviously, for the reason that peace of mind is to be found only in your mind. It cannot be 
found elsewhere. If the mind is not at peace, there can be no peace. 

1.1 On the basis ofyour reading of the above passage, answer the following questions : 

1.3 

(a) What happens when we lack peace ofmind ? 

HS/001 

(b) 

1.2 Find words in the passage which mean the same as: 

(c) Where do we find real peace ? 

Mention two places in nature where men can find peace. 

(a) 

(b) 

regularly/often 

tender/soothing 
Choose the most suitable antonym: 

(a) Exhilarating 

(i) exciting 

(ii) boring 
(b) Cease 

(i) stop 
(iii) halt 

2 
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(ii) thrilling 
(iv) intoxicating 

(ii) start 

(iv) end 

3x2=6 

2x1=2 

2x1=2 

Contd. 



2. 

3. 

4. 

5. 

(a) Write an informal invitation to your friend inviting him/her to the Silver Wedding 

Anniversary ofyour parents, Mr. and Mrs. Lalliana of 3-B, Hermon Road, Khawthar, 
giving details of the date, time and place in not more than 50 words. 

(a) The moon 

(b) Your school is organising a special Independence Day celebration on 15th August, 2021, 

at your school ground to promote unity. Design an attractive poster, with a catchy slogan 

and appropriate title to be put up at your school, giving details of the date, time and 

place. (Word limit 50) 

(b) I 

Fill in the blanks with the correct form of the verb from the alternatives given: 

(c) Edison. 

You are Sangkima, 26 years old from Parmawi town. You have seen an advertisement in the 

Parmawi Daily, a local newspaper for the post of a Field Manager at the Green Spices 

Company. Apply for the job with complete Curriculum Vitae (CV).(Word limit :150-200) 

SECTION-B:Writing (15 marks) 

(d) John has. 

used to sell) 

(e) Did you. 

(c) 

OR 

SECTION-C: Grammar (15 marks) 

HS/001 

home. (went /goes /gone /go) 

.English for seven years now. (learn/was learning / learns / have been learning) 

-newspapers before he became a famous inventor. (sell/has sold / selling/ 

him ? (seen /see /saw/seeing) 

(a) The Blue Mountain in Mizoram is beautiful. 

(b) Will you wait here? 

HS/001 

-around the earth. (was revolving/had revolved /revolves /revolve) 

5 

Identify and label each sentence as declarative, interrogative, imperative or exclamatory. 

How well he sings! 

(d) Go to your room now. 

5 

3 

10 

5x1=5 

4x]=4 
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8 

6. 

7. 

9. 

Change the voice; 
(a) 
(b) She wrote a novel. 

Someone has cleaned the windows. 

(c) The deer was being chased by the tiger. 

(a). I said to him, "Why are you working so hard?" 

Change the statements from direct to indirect speech by choosing the correct answer from 

the options given : 

(i) Tasked him why he was working so hard. 

(ii) Iasked him why is he working so hard. 

(b) He said to he, �What a cold day!" 

(iii) Iasked him why he had been working so hard. 

(iv) Iasked him why had he been working so hard. 

(b) 

(i) Hetold her that it was a cold day. 

HS/001 

(ii) He exclaimed that it was a cold day. 

(c) Lala said, "I shall get up early in the morning". 

(ii) He exclaimed sorrowfully that it was a cold day. 

(iv) He exclaimed that it is a very cold day. 

Read the extract and answer the questions that follow: 

(i) Lala said that he would get up early in the morning. 

(ii) Lala said he was getting up early in the morning. 

(ii) Lala said that he will get up early in the morning. 

(iv) Aala asked that he would get up early in the morning. 
SECTION-D: Text book (40 marks) 

(a) Name the speaker. Who is her best friend ? 

He took pity on the shy new girl and fournd a place to squeeze me in, and from that day on he 
became my best friend'. 

HS/001 

How did they become best friends ? 

Read the extract and answer the questions that follow: 

3x1=3 

3x1=3 

2 

2 

Don't buywarmed Luigi, our cautious driver. 'You will get much better fruits in Verona. 
Besides, these boys..." 

Contd. 



(a) 

(b) 
10. (a) 

Who were the boys? What were they doing? 
Why did Luigi disapprove of them? 

I come from haunts of coot and hern, 
12. Read the extract and answer the questions that follow in one or two sentences only : 

I make a sudden sally, 

Based on the lesson, *The Lap of Honour', describe why Murray Halberg had to give up 
playing football. (Word limit : 50 to 75 words) 

(b) Describe the situation that led the crocodile to attack Graham in the story, 'Don't Die, 
Graham! Don't Die!' (Word limit : 50-75 words) 

And sparkle out among the fern, 

(b) 

To bicker down a valley. 

(c) 

1. The lesson 'Wangari Maathai' teaches us that we all have to give our highest efYort to protect 
our environment. Write in about 50 -75 words, what you can do to contribute to save our 
environment. 

(a) Who speaks these words? 
Name a poetic device used in the second line. 

"Imake a sudden sally means... 
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(i) the brook moves slowly. 

OR 

(ii) the brook emerges suddenly. 
(iii) the brook joins the brimmingriver. 
(iv) the brook goes on forever. 

13. Read the extract and answer the questions that follow: 

We can't all be captains, we've got to be crew, 

There's something for all ofus here. 

(a) Name the poem and the poet. 
(b) The line there is something for all ofus here" speaks about.. 

HS/001 

(i) the possibility of peaceful co-existence. 

2 

(ii)) the divide between the rich and the poor. 

2 

(iii) the inadequacy of food and shelter, 

(iv) the importance of giving rewards. 

4 

4 

4 

1 

1 

2 

1 
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14. (a) In the poem, "The Poplar Field', what did the poet discover when he came to his favourite 
tield atter twelve years? (Word limit: 50-75 words) 

15, Read the extract given below and answer the questions that follow : 

(b) The brook taces a number ofups and downs to reach its destination. Compare the journey 
of the brook to that of men in our journey to reach our goal. 
(Word linnit : 50� 75 words) 

(a) Yes, my dear Watson: I have solved the mystery.' 
() 

OR 

(ii) What is the 'nmystery' that he talks about ? 

HS/001 

Who is the speaker ? What is his relation to Mr. Watson ? 

Mr. Soanmes.' 

() 

OR 

(b) Your visitor seems to have left traces in your bedroom as well as in your study, 

Who is the speaker ? What is he doing in Mr. Soames' bedroom ? 

(ii) What traces were left behind by the visitor ? 

the 

(1) Hsia Dynasty 

(ii) Ming Dynasty 

HS/001 

OR 

4 

16. (a) Write what you understand about the character ofAntonio from the story. The Merchant 
of Venice' in about 50 to 75 words. 

6 

4 

(ii) Han Dynasty 

2 

(b) How did Helen Keller realize she was different from other people? What was her 
reaction? (Word limit : 50 -75 words) 

(iv) Zhou Dynasty 

2 

17. (a) The frog that the narrator bought from the cornershop was a unique piece of jade from 

2 

2 

4 

4 

Contd. 



(b) Bassanio wanted to go to Belmont to woo. 

(i) Antonio 

(ii) Portia 

HS/001 

OR 

(ii) 

(iv) 

7 

Jessica 

18. (a) The narrator of the story "The Corner Shop' lived by his belief, 'Honesty is the best 

policy'. Based on your own experiences, and from what you have read or heard, do you 

believe that the world could be a better place if all human beings are honest like the 

narrator? Support your answer in about 50 to 75 words. 

Shylock 
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(b) According to the story "The Paper Plague', the schools cannot work without books 

and paper. During the COVID-19 pandemic, schools were closed for a long period of 

time.Do you think that learning has stopped with the closing of schools? Support your 
answer in about 50 to 75 words. 

4 

4 


